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u Thermometer of previous knowledge



To apply trauma theory to the art and 

science of preaching

u Assuming that preaching is always through oratory



To apply trauma theory to the art and 

science of preaching

u Centering trauma theory
and the purpose of
preaching

u Revising the very ritual of
preaching



“Preachers are not necessarily experts in diagnosing, or treating
people with trauma, nor is the pulpit the place for such services. 
Nonetheless, border-crossing preachers can indeed develop
trauma-informed sermons by getting acquainted with trauma 
theory and its goals, and by developing preaching practices
informed by such theory.”

Valle, Lis. “Toward a Border-Crossing Homiletic: Building Blocks for Trauma-Informed Preaching 
Practices” in Preaching in/and the Borderlands, J. Dwayne Howell and Charles L. Aaron Jr., editors. 

Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2020.107-118.

Trauma-Informed Preaching



Judith Herman’s Theory

u Two goals of recovery
uEmpowerment
uSocial connections

u Three stages of recovery
u safety 
uReconstruction of story
u reconnection



The following correlations lead to a trauma-informed preaching practice with a 

distinctive approach to the role of the preacher, hermeneutics for preaching, and the

presentation of preaching. 

recovery
safety

Reconstruction of story

Reconnection with community

preaching
Role of preacher

Communal biblical interpretation

Conversational preaching (performed)



safety | role of the preacher

u from main speaker to
conversation facilitator

u host and guest

u offers hospitality and sanctuary

u includes the congregation in the
sermon preparation process and 
in its presentation



reconstruction of story | communal

biblical interpretation

u Worshipers as co-preachers

u Situated hermeneutics

u Testimony preaching + liturgical lament

The co-preachers tell their
personal stories and testify

what they perceive in scripture
from their lived experience

Testimonial preaching in the form of lament
told by the survivor includes the personal
story, but most importantly it constitutes a 

reconstruction that allows for the
transformation of memory that is necessary

for recovery while also generating fresh
theological insights. Valle, 115

Evidence from
its own life and
construct an
alternative
account

Brueggemann, 
49

Congregation as 
community of

honest sadness
Brueggemann, 4



reconnection with community | 

conversational preaching (performed)

u ”Herman’s third stage of recovery, restoring
the connection between survivors and their
community, may be accomplished during a 
sermon in which the co-preachers connect
with each other and with the community
through communal biblical interpretation
performed through conversational
preaching." Valle, 116
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Practice

a collective sermon based on 2 Samuel 13:14-19


